Level 5/6 Lesson Plans
Semester B
Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4
Week 5
Week 6
Week 7
Week 8
Week 9
Week 10
Week 11
Week 12
Week 13
Week 14

Setting Goals
Writing Paragraphs
Writing Paragraphs:
Descriptive
Writing Opinion
Paragraphs
Writing Essays
Science
Communication at
Work
Communication at
Work
Consumer Economics
Health
Health
Writing Unit
Writing Unit
Government & Law

All materials for lessons are found in
the English 5/6 Semester B Textbook.
This textbook will be referred to as
“Textbook” in lessons.

When assigning homework to students, remind them to come
to the office to self-check answers with textbook answer key.
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Week 1 Setting Goals

Lesson 1
Objectives
Students will:
• Get to know each other and the teacher
• Read and discuss learning styles
• Practice speaking using the simple present tense and frequency adverbs
• Talk about their daily routines
Materials:
• Textbook: Pg. 1-7.
Calendar Question (15 min)
What makes a good learning environment?

This calendar question is meant get student thinking about classroom routines. Write down
ideas on paper and then give to ELC staff so they can post “routines” on the wall.
Ideas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Students take turns speaking and listening
Students respect each other’s contributions and encourage each other to contribute
Take time to learn each other’s names and greet each other
Welcome new students to class
Leave classroom clean: pick up garbage, cups, pencils, tissues, etc.. and push chairs in.
Always ask questions and make mistakes generously
Cell phones on vibrate or off
What else?

Activities:
At this time, please announce to students that they will need to purchase a book (see staff for book
title) for Thursday classes.




(30 min) Pg. 1: Do Student Interview Questions. Have students interview each other and
then present their partner:
“Hello class, let me introduce….” OR “Hello class, this is….”
Use this speaking activity as an opportunity to review grammar on the board (for instance,
guide students’ language so they use subject verb agreement, and write examples on the
board for students to use when they speak, “She is from…His hometown is…”).
(30 min) Pg 2: Learning Styles. Pre-teach pronunciation of vocabulary. Have partners
work together to read through Learning Styles. Have them discuss with each other how they
like to learn. Have students share their ideas with the class. Feel free to open up a
discussion with students, perhaps on the following:
o How do you like to learn?
o American/ESL classrooms: how are they similar/different from classroom learning
in other countries?
o Is there a best way to teach or learn?
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(30 min) Simple Present Tense & Frequency Adverbs.
o Pg. 3-4. Review uses of the simple present tense and how to form affirmative, (I
speak) negative (I don’t speak) and interrogatory statements (Do you speak?) using
the simple present tense. Have students work on Exercises in pairs. Check answers
as a class.
o Pg. 5-6. Review frequency adverbs. Do Oral exercise 2 round robin style.
o Pg.6: Review placement of “be” with frequency adverbs. Have students write 1-2
sentences using “is” and a frequency adverbs. Check answers as a class.
More Activity Ideas or Homework (15-30 minutes):
Do Exercise 3 on Pg. 6 as an oral exercise in class or a written exercise for homework. Do
Exercise 4 on Pg. 7 as a group in class or written for homework.
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Lesson 2
Objectives
Students will:
• Write down one goal related to their learning for their time in English class this semester
• Become acquainted with the Computer Lab and learn to use a search engine to find an
online quiz
• Learn more about learning styles through online quiz
Materials:
• Picture of Presidential Candidates (Worksheets Tab)
• Article on Refugee Family (Worksheets Tab)
• Grammar Practice for Additional Activities (Worksheets Tab)
Calendar Question (15 min)
Activities:
 (15-30 min) Write “Goal” on the board. Walk around and show students the picture of the
two presidential candidates, Romney and Obama (see Worksheets Tab). Explain that they
were presidential candidates for the 2012 election.
o Ask: “What does Obama want?” Answer: “He wants to be president.”
o Ask: “What is his goal?” Model answer on the board: “His goal is to be president.
o Ask: “What do you want from this English class?”, and then “What is your goal?”.
 Model answer on the board: My goal is to _______________.
o Ask students to brainstorm ideas on the board for goals this semester in English
class. Write them all down in phrases (improve speaking; learn grammar, etc..).
Encourage students to be as specific as possible. Pick one goal, for example,
“improve English speaking skills” and ask students for 2-3 ideas on how to achieve
this goal. Write ideas on the board.
o Have students write a goal for themselves on a piece of paper. Ask students to think
of 2-3 things to do in order to reach their goal.
o Have students share their goals with the class.
o Advanced classes: explain short-term goal and long-term goal. Write each on the
board and put “learn English” as an example for a short-term goal, and “president”
as a long-term goal (usually they think this is funny). Encourage them to think big
when they write down long-term goals. Some students are not looking at careers;
still encourage them to think about what they like about learning English and what
goals they have as they improve their English (perhaps it is speaking at the store).
 (60 min) Article on Refugee Family.
o Pass out article and ask students to turn to the list of vocabulary words. Work
through these words with them until they have a basic understanding of their
meaning.
o Try reading the article once through to them, so they can hear the language, and
so that they can stop and ask vocabulary questions.
 After each paragraph, try quizzing students on comprehension. (For
instance: where does Amini’s mother work?”)
o Go through a second time. Have students each take a paragraph and read Round
Robin Style.
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As you listen, note which words are difficult for students to pronounce (for
instance, “prestigious”). Write a short list for later.
 Continue to quiz. Ask students harder comprehension questions now that
they are reading the article a second time (“What did Amini major in in
undergrad?”)
Discussion questions. Discuss verbally with students these questions and any
others that come up.
Pronunciation: If you wrote a list of words, go through these now with students
(for example, some common trouble spots are the soft “g”: prestigious;
management, etc.).


o
o



More Activity Ideas or Homework (15-30 minutes):
For work in-class or homework, students can work on formulating questions of information
with the simple present tense. See Worksheets Tab. Exercise 22: Make sure to point out
that answers leading with a preposition usually indicate the question started with a
“Where”, and the other question starts with “do” or “does.” Students can practice the short
dialogues when finished. Exercise 23: Go through to formulate questions for each. If there’s
time, have students practice asking each other the questions.
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Lesson 3
Objectives
Students will:
• Study clarifying questions for effective communication
• Practice using clarifying questions in an activity
• Study present continuous
Materials:
• Textbook: Pg. 8-11.
• Clarifying Questions Role Play Activity (see Worksheets Tab): Make a copy and cut up
squares.
Calendar Question (15 min)
Activities:
 (15 min). (Keep books closed). Clarifying Questions Introduction: Introduce topic by
asking students what they do when they don’t understand someone in English. You can use
these questions to help prompt ideas:
o What do you say when you don’t understand?
o How do you ask someone to repeat the question?
o How do you ask people to speak more slowly?
Write students’ answers on the board. Then turn to Pg. 8 for more examples of clarifying
questions. Have students read through the questions to make sure they understand them.
 (30 min) Clarifying Questions Activity: Cut up role play cards and pass them out to
partners (1 for each person).
o Have students come up with polite questions for their scenarios, working with their
partners.
o Have students create a dialogue for each scenario and practice with their partner.
Have pairs perform their dialogues for the class.
 (45 min) Present Continuous versus Simple Present.
o On the board, write two sentences:
“I go to school every day.”
“I am going to school.”
 Ask students: what is the difference? When do we use the first statement,
and when do we use the second? Ask students if they can come up with a
question for each statement (How often do you go to school?) and (What are
you doing? Or Where are you going?).
o Pg. 9-10. Read through explanation of simple present and present continuous. Have
students work in pairs to complete exercises.
o Pg.11 Model dialogues first with most advanced student in the class. Then have
students practice in partners, or, go round robin style with each student.
More Activity Ideas or Homework (15-30 minutes):
Have students write dialogues from above exercise. Then have students stand up and go around
practicing the dialogues with different partners.
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Week 2 – Writing Paragraphs
Weeks 2-5 will give students an opportunity to study writing paragraphs and essays indepth. Students will learn about paragraph and essay organizational principles, topic
sentences, supporting sentences, unity and coherence within writing, and concluding
sentences.

Lesson 5
Objectives
Students will:
• Learn basics of writing an organized paragraph
• Study topic sentence and the controlling idea
• Learn about supporting sentences
Materials:
• Textbook Pg. 12-16.
Calendar Question: (15 minutes)






Activities:
(30 min) Introduce “Paragraph” to students. Definition: “A paragraph is a group of
sentences about a topic.” Explain that they are beginning a writing unit. They will
learn to write organized paragraphs and an essay.
o Pg. 12-13: Paragraph Organization: Read through “Rhetorical Focus” and
discuss. Then have students pair up and read the paragraph “Barefoot Bay.”
o Exercise 2: Discuss answers as a class.
(30 min) Pg. 13-14: Topic Sentences: Discuss “Rhetorical Focus” with students. Do
Exercise 3-4. Do the first two questions first, and then have students work in pairs
to complete the exercises. Discuss answers as a group. Encourage students to take
risks and be creative (especially with revisions section in Exercise 4).
(30 min) Pg. 15-16. Draw a picture of a simple house and point out how the walls
support the roof. The roof is like a topic sentence and the walls are the supporting
sentences (if you have a better metaphor, go for it!).
o Exercise 6: Discuss #1-3together. Then assign pairs to finish the rest. Discuss
answers as a class.

More Activity Ideas or Homework (15-30 minutes):
Review all the terms learned during the lesson: Descriptive Paragraph, Topic Sentence,
Controlling Idea, and Supporting Sentences. Have students write a definition for each of the
terms and share them with the class.
 Finish Exercise 5 on Pg. 15.
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Lesson 6
Objectives
Students will:
• Identify the parts of a paragraph: topic sentence, supporting sentences, and
concluding sentence
• Study unity and coherence within a paragraph
Materials:
• Textbook Pg.17- 22.
Calendar Question: (15 minutes)
What do you think is the greatest human invention?






Activities:
(30 min) Review the terms learned during Lesson 5. Write on the board: Paragraph,
Topic Sentence, Controlling Idea, and Supporting Sentences. Review these terms.
o Pg. 17. Read “Red” with students work in pairs to find the topic sentence,
controlling idea, and supporting sentences.
o Introduce “Concluding Sentence.” Ask student what they think it means.
Write answers on the board.
o Pg. 18. Read “Rhetorical Focus” for concluding sentences. Complete Exercise
7 as a class.
(30 min) Pg. 19-20. Introduce the term “unity” to the class. Draw a tree or a river
on the board (or any idea you have that symbolizes unity) to introduce the idea of
unity. The trunk might be the topic sentence and the branches and leaves
supporting sentences.
o Write the definition of unity on the board and discuss:

o Pg. 19-20 : Read about unity and do Exercises 1-2.
(30 min) Pg. 21-22: Study “coherence” with students. Explain that “coherent”
means understandable and organized. To write coherently is to write in an
understandable, organized way.
o Do Exercise 6: Try Paragraph 1 as a class, have students do Paragraph 2 in
pairs or independently.

More Activity Ideas or Homework (15-30 minutes):
Pg. 21 Do Exercise 5 (on unity) as a class.
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Lesson 7
Objectives
Students will:
• Learn about simple sentence structures and identify elements of simple sentences
(subject, verb)
• Learn about fragments and run-on sentences and identify how to fix them
Materials:
• Textbook Pg. 23-27.
Calendar Question: (15 minutes)




Activities:
(45 min) Pg. 23-25. Sentence Structure.
o Discuss simple sentence structures with students.
o Do Exercises 1-2. Have students work in pairs and share answers with the
class.
o Discuss punctuation and capitalization. Do exercise 3.
o Exercise 4: Pair students up. Share answers as a class.
(45 min) Pg. 25-27. Fragments and Run-On Sentences.
o Discuss Fragments in “Language & Grammar Focus”. Have students work on
completing Exercises 5-7. Mix it up by having them work in pairs,
individually, or by assigning a question to each student and then having
students come together to share their answers.

More Activity Ideas or Homework (15-30 minutes):
Quiz students on the elements of the paragraph: topic sentence, controlling idea,
supporting sentences, concluding sentences. Review on Pg.13,15,18.
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Week 3 Writing Descriptive Paragraphs

Lesson 9
Objectives
Students will:
• Learn about descriptive paragraphs
• Learn to write using specific language
Materials:
• Textbook, Pg. 28-34 .
• Picture of Cadillac (Worksheets Tab)
Calendar Question: (15 minutes)





Activities:
(30 min) Pg. 28-29 . Read Rhetorical Focus about Descriptive Paragraphs.
o Have students read paragraph in Exercise 4 silently and answer the question.
Show students picture of Cadillac (Worksheets Tab) to aid comprehension.
o Have students work in pairs to do Exercise 5, Parts A and B.
(30 min) Pg. 30-31. Read about using specific language. Do Exercises 3 & 4. Do
first two questions as a class, and then let students do the rest on their own. Check
answers together.
(30 min) Pg. 32-33. Present adjectives and tie adjectives to specific language. Read
through “Language and Grammar Focus” as a group.
o Exercises 1-2: do #1-3 as a class, and then have students work on questions
with partners. Discuss answers as a class.

More Activity Ideas or Homework (15-30 minutes):
Have students review usage of “be” verb with adjectives on Pg. 34.
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Lesson 10
Objectives
Students will:
• Review an example of descriptive paragraph in preparation for writing
• Brainstorm a topic for a descriptive paragraph
• Write a first draft of their descriptive paragraph
Materials:
• Textbook, Pg. 35-37 .
• Lined paper for writing, if needed.
Calendar Question: (15 minutes)




Activities:
(45 min) Pg. 35. Brainstorming Writing.
o Have students re-read the story about the Cadillac, Pg. 28. Tell students they
will write a paragraph about a special possession.
o Exercise 1: Have students write ideas for their descriptive paragraph on a
special possession. Encourage the use of a brainstorming map indicated in
textbook, by modeling it out on the board with your own special possession
or object in the center bubble. For the associated bubbles, include Places,
People, Feelings, Time, Sights (or, the 5 senses).

o Pg. 36. Have students fill out the Descriptive Paragraph Outline. Go around
the room and check students’ outlines for unity and coherency.
(45min) Have students compose a draft of their paragraph on the lined paper.
(Retain drafts in Binder so they don’t get lost).
o When they are finished, they should go over the Editor’s checklist on Pg. 37.
If students are comfortable, have one or two share their draft with the class.
Discuss unity and coherence of the draft, and suggestions for improvement.

More Activity Ideas or Homework (15-30 minutes):
Students can also trade papers and read each other’s work. Have them circle adjectives,
verbs, and subjects in each other’s work.
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Lesson 11
Objectives
Students will:
• Peer edit each other’s work
• Finish up a descriptive paragraph
• Type and print paragraphs in the computer lab
Materials:
• Descriptive Paragraph Outline, Pg. 36 (make a few blank copies).
• Peer Editing Worksheet (see Worksheets Tab), make copies for entire class.
Calendar Question: (15 minutes)





Activities:
(45 min) Pass out paragraph drafts (if they are in binder). For new students:
explain what the writing project is (see previous lesson) and have them work on an
outline for their paragraph. (Pg. 36).
o Peer Editing Worksheet: Go through each question as a class so students
understand what the questions are asking. Then have them trade papers and
peer-edit each other’s work and fill out the worksheet as best as they can.
o Students who have not written a paragraph will write their first draft right
now. Give them an outline (have students show their outlines as an example)
to start with and then have them compose their draft on lined paper.
o Try to read and give one tip for each student’s paragraph regarding topic
sentences or a concluding sentence.
(45 min) Typing Paragraphs. Make time for students to go use computers and
type up their paragraphs. Ask your volunteer coordinator for assistance setting up
computers ahead of time. Remind students as they use the computer lab:
o No food or drink
o Turn off computers when finished
o Ask students if they would like to display their writing in the hallway! (ask
Volunteer Coordinator to help you put them up).

More Activity Ideas or Homework (15-30 minutes):
For students who finish early, encourage them to work on Pg. 38. They should try using the
internet to look up words they don’t know (such as “Abacus”).
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Week 4 Writing Opinion Paragraphs

Lesson 13
Objectives
Students will:
• Study writing an opinion paragraph
• Brainstorm topic for an opinion paragraph
• Study audience of a writing
• Read examples of opinion paragraphs and answer questions about them
Materials:
• Textbook, Pg.39-42.
Calendar Question: (15 minutes)

Activities:
 (30 min) Pg. 39-41. Opinion Paragraphs. Dig into the text with the students. Ask
questions and brainstorm with students:
 What is an opinion paragraph?
 Where might you see an opinion paragraph?
 Why do people write opinion paragraphs?
 Who is the audience of opinion paragraphs?
o Read paragraph on Pg. 40. Pre-teach any vocabulary you think might be
difficult (i.e., features, diverse, ethnicities).
o Have students work in pairs to complete Exercises 3-4 on Pg. 41.
 (30 min) Pg. 41. Exercise 5: freewriting. Give student ten minutes to freewrite
according to instructions. Explain that they will be writing an opinion paragraph
about a city or town. They can share their ideas with the class when they are
finished.
o Explain to students that freewriting is a good first step towards writing in
general. They will be drafting an outline of an opinion paragraph in the next
part of the lesson, so this freewriting exercise is meant to get their minds
warmed up.
 (30 min) Pg. 42. Read the bulleted summary on the bottom of the page.
o Exercise 1, Part A: Discuss the three topics for examples (“A Family City”; A
City of Opportunities”; “A Tourist City”) and have students figure out which
features go best with each topic. (Answers can vary). Ask students: Where
would Minneapolis fit in? (Which topic?)
o Have students work on Exercise 1 Part B and then share their answers with
the class. Please have students turn in these answers to keep in Binder – they
will be used to make a paragraph outline the next day.
More Activity Ideas or Homework (15-30 minutes):
Name a common city (New York, Paris, Los Angeles) and discuss with students which
features those cities have, and under which topic they would fit.
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Lesson 14
Objectives
Students will:
• Study the structure of an opinion paragraph
• Write an outline for their opinion paragraph
Materials:
• Textbook, Pg.43-47.
• Pictures of Da Lat, Vietnam (see Worksheets Tab)
Calendar Question: (15 minutes)

Activities:
 (30 min) Pg. 43-44. Introduce the title of the paragraph before reading it. Point out
Vietnam on the map, and define the word “Paradise.” Show pictures of Da Lat to
students (see Worksheets Tab). Pre-teach: climate, fog, colonial architecture,
newlywed, honeymoon. Ask students to think about the question: Why is Da Lat a
paradise?
o Have students read the paragraph and answer the questions in Exercise 2,
Parts A and Part B. Discuss answers as a class.
o To follow-up, ask students to underline the topic sentence (starting with “In
Vietnam,…” and the concluding sentence, “Da Lat is the Vietnamese…”). Also
ask students to circle the following words and phrases which signal
coherence, studied in Lesson 6:
 First of all
 Second
 In addition,
 Also,
Ask students what these phrases and words are doing (they are introducing
supporting details).
 (30 min) Pg. 44-45. Discuss the Rhetorical Focus on the bottom of the page. Do
Exercise 3. Review question 1 together and then have students work on the rest
individually. Share answers as a class.
 (30 min) Pg. 46-47. Have students review their brainstorming notes from the day
before and fill out their Opinion Paragraph Outline. Have students review the
meaning of facts, explanations, and experiences.
o Have them try to come up with one fact, one explanation, and one personal
experience to support their opinions. They can use their phones to look up
facts, and you can use a lap top to look up facts for them.
o Encourage students to use the organizational phrases and words (first,
second, etc..) used in the example paragraph, “A Vietnamese Paradise.” They
can stick these words in each of the outline boxes.
More Activity Ideas or Homework (15-30 minutes):
Have students who finish early re-read their drafts and make corrections. Circulate the
room to help as needed.
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Lesson 15
Objectives
Students will:
• Continue to work on their opinion paragraph drafts
• Peer edit each other’s work
• Type and print their paragraphs in the computer lab
• Work on finishing any exercises in their textbooks they missed
Materials:
• Textbook, Pg. 48-50.
• Peer Editing Worksheet (see Worksheets Tab), make copies for entire class.
Calendar Question: (15 minutes)





Activities:
(30 min) Grammar. Do Exercises on Pg. 48-50, but skip Exercise 5.
(30 min) Writing. Have students take their outlines and write a paragraph on lined
paper. When they are finished writing, they will peer edit each other’s work.
o Peer Editing Worksheet: Go through each question as a class so students
understand what the questions are asking. Then have them trade papers and
peer-edit each other’s work and fill out the worksheet as best as they can.
o Give students a chance to make changes to their paragraph and talk with
their partner about their papers.
o *Students new to class should work on an outline first and then a draft.
Direct them to Pg. 46-47. Other students can show them their outlines as
examples.
(30 min) Make time for students to go use computers and type up their paragraphs.
Ask your volunteer coordinator for assistance setting up computers ahead of time.
Remind students as they use the computer lab:
o No food or drink
o Turn off computers when finished
o Ask students if they would like to display their writing in the hallway! (ask
your Volunteer Coordinator to help you put them up).

More Activity Ideas or Homework (15-30 minutes):
For students who finish early, direct them to work on Exercise 5 on Pg. 50 in their textbook.
They can work alone or in pairs with other students who finish early.
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Week 5 Writing an Essay

Lesson 17
Objectives
Students will:
• Review topic sentence, unity & coherence
• Study composition of an essay and identify its parts
Materials:
• Textbook, Pg. 51-55.
Calendar Question: (15 minutes)






Activities:
(15 min)Pg. 51. Explain to students that they will learn to write an essay this
week. Ask students: What is an essay? What parts does an essay have?
o Read through “Rhetorical Focus” together and discuss.
o Review topic sentence and controlling idea. Spend time discussing the thesis
of an essay and how it works with topic sentences (metaphor: thesis
statement is the boss, and it controls and guides the topic sentences in the
essay).
(45 min) Pg. 52-53: Paragraphs and Essays
o Have students read and discuss the differences between the paragraph and
the essay.
o Have students complete Exercises 1 – 2
o Review Essay Organization at the bottom of Pg. 53. Ask students: What is the
hook for the short essay on Pg. 52? What is the thesis of the essay?
(30 min) Pg. 54: Thesis Practice.
o Read through essay once or twice with students. Discuss what a thesis
statement does, and then have students choose the best thesis statement.
(Answer: a)

More Activity Ideas or Homework (15-30 minutes):
Do Exercise 3, Part B on Pg. 55.
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Lesson 18
Objectives
Students will:
• Read and analyze two descriptive essays
• Freewrite to generate ideas for a descriptive essay
Materials:
• Textbook, Pg. 56-60.
• Blank, lined notebook paper
Calendar Question: (15 minutes)




Activities:
(45 min)Pg. 56-57. Introduce the term “Descriptive Essay” on the board. Tell
students that they will brainstorm an essay on food.
o Have students read the caption at the top of Pg. 56 and ask if they have read
any descriptive writing before.
o Do Exercises 1-2.
o As students read, discuss vocabulary, and have them circle words they can
use in their own descriptive essay on food.
(45 min) Pg. 58-60.
o Exercise 1: Using a Word Web: Discuss with students the word web around
pizza, and why it’s useful for brainstorming. Have students try completing a
similar word web with a piece of food they really like or dislike. When they’re
finished, have them freewrite for 5-10 minutes using the words they’ve come
up (freewriting is writing whatever comes to mind).
o Exercise 2: Have students discuss as a class or in partners.
o Skip Exercise 3 and review “Rhetorical Focus” on bottom of page.
o Read “The Best Pizza in Town and Maybe the World” with the class. Ask the
class: what is the hook of this essay? Is it successful? (did they like it?)

More Activity Ideas or Homework (15-30 minutes):
Work on identifying the elements of an essay according to bottom of Pg. 60 in “The Best
Pizza in Town and Maybe the World.”
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Lesson 19
Objectives
Students will:
• Draft an essay
• Peer edit each other’s essays
Materials:
• Textbook, Pg. 61-63 .
• Blank, lined notebook paper
• Peer Editing Form (see Worksheets Tab)
Calendar Question: (15 minutes)



Activities:
(45 min)Pg. 61-62. Outline an Essay.
o Review essay on Pizza from Lesson 18 (Pg. 60). Then have students work on
an essay outline for their own food essay, using template on Pg. 61-62.
(45 min) Peer Edit and Re-write.
o When students are finished with their essay draft, have them trade and peer
edit each other’s paper. Pass out Peer Editing Form (see Worksheets Tab).
o Workshop with students when possible throughout the writing process.
o Have students self-edit their essay using the Editing Checklist on Pg. 63.

More Activity Ideas or Homework (15-30 minutes):
Give students who finish early a chance to type their essays in the computer lab by setting
them up on a computer with Microsoft Word.
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Week 6 Science
Teachers Note: This will be a challenging unit due to the use of scientific vocabulary. Dig into the
material as much as you can, and re-read articles as needed with a different focus in mind, so that
students can get into difficult material with a variety of tools and perspectives. Talk to your
volunteer coordinator for additional teaching ideas if needed. Please see materials in
Worksheets Tab labeled “Additional Science Resources” to help you with your prep.

Lesson 21
Objectives
Students will:
• Learn and use science-related vocabulary
• Express both sides of an opinion
Materials:
•
“What does climate change mean for Minnesota?” article (see Worksheets Tab)
•
“Expressing Yourself” worksheet (see Worksheets Tab)
•
Opinion paragraph template (see Worksheets Tab)
Calendar Question: (15 minutes)


Activities:
(15 min) Introduce Climate Change: Write “climate” on the board. Ask students
what weather is normally like in their home countries. Write their answers for each
country. Explain that “climate” has to do with the overall weather conditions or
patterns in a certain part of the world. You can read this explanation to them two or
three times slowly:
Weather and climate are different. Weather is a short term description of the air
in an area measured by temperature, precipitation, humidity, wind, and other
factors. Climate is usually defined as the weather conditions in an area over a long
period of time.
(Show countries on map if needed):
o Minnesota Climate: hot summer, dry cool autumn, cold winter, wet spring
o Somalia & Ethiopia Climate: hot and dry most of the year
o Ecuador: Tropical (lots of rain and plants); two seasons, wet and dry seasons
Write “climate change” on the board. Ask students what this means. You can explain
it as: “a change in global or regional climate patterns.” Ask students if they have
heard ideas of what causes climate change. Write their suggestions on the board.

Introduce Text


(5 min) Finger skim activity with “What does climate change mean for
Minnesota?” article. See page 117 of the Volunteer Tutor Manual.
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(20 min) Students read individually.



(15 min) Discuss the main ideas for each section, and the article as a whole, as a
class:
o What does climate change mean for Minnesota?
o What does the UN’s report say?
o How has climate change changed Minnesota?
o Does Minnesota have extreme weather?
o Is Minnesota lowering its emissions?
o Can Minnesota make a difference in the world?



(15 min) “Expressing Yourself” worksheet.



(20 minutes) Write opinion paragraph using template.

***Remind students to bring their copies of the article tomorrow and Wednesday
since it isn’t in their textbook!***
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Lesson 22
Objectives
Students will:
• Learn and use science-related vocabulary
• Express both sides of an opinion in writing and orally
• Practice public speaking skills
• Practice giving peer feedback
Materials:
•
“What does climate change mean for Minnesota?” article (students from yesterday
should have already) (see Worksheets Tab)
•
Opinion paragraph template (see Worksheets Tab)
•
Computer and projector (optional for public speaking video; see office staff)
Calendar Question: (15 minutes)
Activities:


(10 min) Review yesterday’s article. Have students summarize the article they
read yesterday (“What does climate change mean for Minnesota?” in Worksheets
Tab) for the teacher and any students who were absent. Cover what climate change
is, what it looks like in Minnesota, and the arguments for and against Minnesota
doing anything about it.



(20 min) Writing. If all students were present yesterday, you have the option to skip
this step. For students who were here yesterday, have them take out their opinion
paragraphs. They now must write a paragraph for the opposing viewpoint. For
students who were not here yesterday, they must choose which side they’d like to
take and write a paragraph supporting their opinion. They will need the “What
does climate change mean for Minnesota?” article; feel free to speed them
along by helping them skip to the relevant sections (final two sections about
whether Minnesota can make a difference in global climate change).



(15 min) Introduce public speaking. Ask students, “What is public speaking?
When do you do it?” If you’d like, show the following “Bad Speech Example” video on
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SojAr3DdxrA. (You don’t necessarily
need to play the whole thing.) Ask what the speaker did wrong. Whether you show
the video or not, brainstorm dos and don’ts of giving a speech. Write on the board
for students to reference later (see below).



(20 mins) Practice and peer feedback. In pairs, have students read/present their
paragraphs to each other. After Student A reads, Student B should tell them one
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thing they did well and one thing they could improve. Student A reads one more
time. Students switch roles. If this activity goes too fast, have them switch partners
and repeat.


(20 mins) Present to the class. First brainstorm dos and don’ts of audience
behavior. Each student reads their paragraph in front of the class. Skip feedback at
this stage to avoid embarrassing anyone in front of the whole class.



(5 mins) Wrap up. Ask students how it felt to present. “Why is public speaking
important?”



If extra time: introduce the idea of a debate. Ask what a debate is, if students can
think of any examples, etc. Ask why good public speaking is important during a
debate.
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Lesson 23
Objectives
Students will:
• Learn and use science-related vocabulary
• Pick a position and debate what should be done regarding climate change
Materials:
• “I think that” Cards (see Worksheets Tab). Make copies and cut up cards so that
pairs of students will each have at least 3-4 cards.
• Opinion paragraph template (optional) (see Worksheets Tab)
• Sentence strips for walking dictation (see Worksheets Tab)
Calendar Question: (15 minutes)


Activities:
(30 minutes) Stating Opinions. Review gerund (verb + ing) since that is the form
they will use for the activity. Explain that this is how we state and ask opinions in
English.
I think that writing is fun.
What do you think?
o Pair up students and pass out 3-4 cards for the “I think that” activity. The
cards are face down between the students. One student takes a card and
states an opinion. Then the other students says, I agree OR, I I don’t think
that. I think that…
o Part II: Have students choose one of the suggestions from the cards and give
three reasons why they have the opinion they do.
I think living in Minneapolis is interesting, because we have different
seasons, there are a lot of museums… etc. They can do this first orally with
their partner, then have them write a paragraph. You can use the “Opinion
Paragraph” worksheet to provide a template if needed (bottom half only) –
students should have from Monday and Tuesday. They can use it as a guide,
but if any students seem to be struggling, you could also give them an extra
copy to fill out.



(10 min) Review Monday’s/yesterday’s article. Have students summarize the
article they read Monday or yesterday (“What does climate change mean for
Minnesota?” in Worksheets Tab) for the teacher and any students who were absent.
Cover what climate change is, what it looks like in Minnesota, and the arguments for
and against Minnesota doing anything about it.



(30 min) Debate. Explain to students that they are going to participate in a debate
where they explain an opinion and give one or two reasons why they support their
opinion.
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o Review the two sides (Minnesota should lower its emissions OR Minnesota
should not lower its emissions – they worked with this topic on Monday and
Tuesday).
o Count students off to form teams. Assign each team a side.
o On the board, review the following ways of expressing opinion:
 I think that…(gerund verb) driving an SUV is not a good idea.
 It seems to me that…(gerund verb) companies should invest more in
renewable resources.
o Begin by having a student give an opinion. Students can volunteer to be the
next speaker, or if no one’s volunteering, the teacher can choose who goes
next. Each student says their opinion, and the teacher should encourage them
to respond to other students’ opinion before stating their own by saying:
 I agree with Fadumo that…OR I disagree with Fadumo…
o Keep the debate light and encourage students to limit their opinion to one or
two sentences, and then to give one or two reasons to support their opinion
(they shouldn’t give a speech – that was yesterday!). Each student must
speak at least once.
o When every student has spoken at least once and the debate has run its
course, have them switch sides and repeat.


(20 mins) Walking Dictation. See page 60 of the volunteer tutor manual. It’s okay
if students don’t get to all the sentences. It’s recommended to tape them up in the
hallway, as the classroom is small enough that the person who’s supposed to be
listening may be able to read them from their seat if the sentences are taped up in
the room.
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Weeks 7-8 Communication at the Work Place
Teacher Note: This unit is meant to prepare students for the American workplace. Share
your own stories about workplace etiquette – faux pas are always a hit! The emphasis in
this unit is speaking and communicating. Try to get students talking as much as possible. Be
creative as needed when presenting the topics and encourage discussion.

Lesson 25
Objectives
Students will:
• Discuss workplace culture: Read an article about small talk at the workplace
• Practice communication skills: politely asking for something (lend/borrow)
Materials:
• Textbook, Pg. 73-76.
• Orange Ball (See Volunteer Coordinator)
• Workplace Quiz (Worksheets Tab—keep one copy, oral quiz)
• “It’s Been a Long Day” (Worksheets Tab)
• 20 note cards with common items (your choice) to lend/borrow (see last activity)
Calendar Question: (15 minutes)


Activities:
(30 min) Explain to the class that they will be talking about workplace culture in the
U.S. Ask students: What do students think might be different between workplace
culture here and in their home countries? To get students thinking about workplace
cultures, give them the Workplace Quiz (see Worksheets Tab) orally.
o Reading: Pg. 73. Pre-teach “team player” before reading article on small talk.
Have students work in partners to complete questions at the end. Then
discuss article and answers as a class.
o As a follow-up, you could ask students these questions:
 Why is it important to be a team player at work?
 Do you agree with the article about small talk?
 Do you already do small talk at school and in the community?
 Is small talk important where you are from?
 (30 min) Pg. 74-75. Give students a few minutes to study the picture and then do
the following activities:
o Part 1: Have students discuss with a partner the three questions in the warm
up. Then have students share their answers as a class. Encourage students to
write their answers down for each question after discussing with their
partner. Use the orange ball to pass around and give each person a chance to
talk.
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o Part 2: Have students read the rules (write new vocabulary on the board)
and answer the questions as done in Part 1.
o Part 3: Have students read and discuss the dilemmas and share answers with
the class.
o Try This – review the prefixes on some of the vocabulary words (bottom of
Pg. 74).
(30 min)Pg. 76. Speaking Politely. Lend versus Borrow.
o Write on the board:
Lend = give for a short time
Borrow = take for a short time.
Give students a few example requests using these words. Then have students
do exercises on Pg. in pairs.
o Pass out notecards with common or uncommon items to lend/borrow on
them (pencil, pen, paper, $100, etc..). Have students pick up a card and then
practice asking a partner to lend it to them.

More Activity Ideas or Homework (15-30 minutes):
Pass out “It’s Been a Long Day” (see Worksheets Tab) and have students read the stories.
Then have students read the dialogue example in the middle of the page. Students can
practice this dialogue. Then assign a story to pairs of students and have them create a
dialogue based on the story. Pairs can perform their dialogues in front of the class if they
want.
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Lesson 26
Objectives
Students will:
• Read an article about work hours
• How to answer the phone at work
• Polite requests, offers, permission, and invitations
Materials:
• Textbook, Pg. 77-82.
• “Could you Do Me a Favor? (2 pages), Additional Dialogue Practice (Worksheets
Tab)
Calendar Question: (15 minutes)




Activities:
(30 min) Pg. 77-78. Before reading the article, have students look at the title.
Brainstorm a few places in Minneapolis that would require works shifts 24/7.
o Have students read through the article silently.
o Have students discuss the reading questions in pairs and then share with the
group.
o Ask students to write a Pros and Cons list for 24/7 businesses. There are
pros and cons for both the business and the customer. Ask students to create
an opinion regarding the 24/7 work schedule. They can write their opinion
under the Pros and Cons list.
o Saying Opinions: Pass around the orange ball, asking each student their
opinion on the topic of 24/7 businesses. Tell all students that they will each
have 1 minute to discuss their opinion on the topic. Encourage students to
start their opinion with the phrases:
 “I think that…” (+ “ing” form of verb)
 “It seems to me that…” (+ “ing” form of verb)
 ….etc.
(30 min)Pg. 79. Using the Phone.
o Brainstorm with students about jobs that involve answering the phone.
Discuss answers and ideas to the following questions concerning customer
service on the phone:
 How should you answer the phone?
 How should you hang up?
 How should you respond to angry callers?
o Pg. 80. Have students practice phone dialogues.
 Have students identify new vocabulary needed for polite phone
conversations. Discuss verbs and usage of phrases such as:
1. Please hold.
2. I’ll transfer you.
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 Have students practice dialogues with each other.
(30 min). Pg. 81-82 . Have students reading in pairs about the grammar. (It should
be review for most of them). Then have them work on the exercises. Have students
share their answers with the class. Assign as homework what they don’t finish in
class (they can check their answers in the office with Answer Key.)
More Activity Ideas or Homework (15-30 minutes):
Find additional dialogues in Worksheets Tab.
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Lesson 27
Objectives
Students will:
• Read about setting good examples at work
• Practice critical thinking skills when discussing workplace dilemmas
• Practice using clarifying questions
Materials:
• Textbook, Pg. 83.
• Everyday Workplace Dilemmas Handout (Worksheets Tab)—choose one or two
scenarios to use in class.
• Scrap Paper for Dictation Activity
Calendar Question: (15 minutes)




Activities:
(45 min) Pg. 83.Discuss bold terms with students. First read to the students and let
them hear it straight through; then have them read in pairs. Ask them to think about
the following questions (write on the board if necessary):
o Who is this article written for?
o What are two good ways to act at work, according to the article?
o What are two bad ways to act at work, according to the article?
o Discuss whatever questions they have and discuss your own experiences
with appropriate and inappropriate workplace behavior.
(45 min) Workplace Dilemmas. Worksheets Tab. Look through scenarios and
pick out two. Copy scenarios and pass out to pairs of students. Read through
workplaces scenarios and have students work in pairs to determine the best way to
deal with the situation. Share answers as a class.
o Encourage conversation in English amidst students.

More Activity Ideas or Homework (15-30 minutes):
Dictate another workplace dilemma to the students and have them work on writing a
response to the situation. They can share their writing with the class when finished.
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Lesson 29
Objectives
Students will:
• Practicing “I” statements
• Practice critical thinking skills when discussing workplace dilemmas
Materials:
• Textbook, Pg. 84-85 .
• Lesson 29 “Workplace Dilemmas” (see Worksheets Tab)
Calendar Question: (15 minutes)




Activities:
(45 min) Pg. 84-85. Read about “I” statements and how to use them in the
workplace (and elsewhere). Do Parts 1,2, 3, and 4.
(45 min) Workplace Dilemmas. Have students pair up. Read each dilemma to the
group, and read 2 or 3 times so they understand. After reading a dilemma, ask
students to
o brainstorm with their partner solutions to the situation
o think about “I” statements to use if speaking is necessary
o share ideas to the group
Write their ideas on the board. Use master copy as a reference, not to hand out.

More Activity Ideas or Homework (15-30 minutes):
Have students try to write dialogues for the different scenarios and then act them out.
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Lesson 30
Objectives
Students will:
• Learn about Worker’s Rights, Workplace Safety/OSHA
• Discuss maternity and paternity leave and what to expect in terms of paid time off
Materials:
• Textbook, Pg. 86-89.
• Lesson 30 Maternity Leave (see Worksheets Tab)
• Lesson 30 Dialogue Practice (see Worksheets Tab)
Calendar Question: (15 minutes)
Activities:
 (30 min) Pg. 86-87. Pre-Have students work on Parts 1-5. Pre-teach:
o Hazard
o Confidential
o Retaliation
o Exercising your right
o Alleged violation (explain within context of getting hurt at work)
o Comply (explain within context of getting hurt at work)
 (30 min ) Pg. 88. Read the article from OSH “If you get hurt on the job” to the class.
Pre-teach:
o Injury report
o Worker’s compensation
Do discussion questions at the end. Try not to focus too much on the vocabulary and
more on what students should remember (that is, they should always report an
injury on the job or an unsafe work situation—it is their right).
o Dialogue Practice: What to say if you get hurt on the job…Brainstorm a
workplace accident with students. Then have them write dialogues between
a worker and a supervisor. Have students perform their dialogues. Write
helpful phrases on the board, such as:
 Excuse me, Mr/Mrs, may I speak to you?
 I need to report an injury. I hurt my ____ when I was ______.
 Excuse me, could you tell me where the accident form is?
 Do you have the name of a doctor I should see?
 (30 min) Pg. 89. Introduce vocabulary of maternity/paternity leave. Then read
through article together and discuss questions afterward. For more discussion, ask
students if they believe…(see Teacher Version in Worksheets Tab for more
information).
o Mothers should stay home or fathers, and why
o Should employers pay for some kind of maternity leave
o ….anything else you can think of.
More Activity Ideas or Homework (15-30 minutes):
Practice dialogues “Life Skills: Requesting Help” from the Worksheets Tab.
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Lesson 31
Objectives
Students will:
• Read about getting promoted at work
• Learn how to receive criticism at work
Materials:
• Textbook, Pg. 90-95.
• Lesson 31 Transcripts (see Worksheets Tab)
• Workplace Idioms – Extension (see Worksheets Tab)
Calendar Question: (15 minutes)







Activities:
(30 min) Pg. 90-91. Have students read the title and make predictions about what
they will read about. Have them write 2 or 3 things they think might be in the article.
Then read the article out loud to them – discuss vocabulary as you read. Then have
students read article in pairs or round-robin.
o Discuss questions on top half of Pg. 91 with students. Then have them try
answering #1-8.
(30 min) Pg. 92-93.
o Do Parts 1-2. Then read bold terms in Review. Have students listen and
repeat. Explain the meaning of each, and have students read the definitions
after them. Do Parts 3-4.
(30 min) Pg. 94-95. Write “constructive criticism” on the board and explain what
this is in the context of job evaluations.
o Do Parts 1-4. Read from transcript (Refer to Worksheets Tab).
o Part 4: Write a dialogue together if students prefer, on the board. Then have
students practice this dialogue in pairs.
More Activity Ideas or Homework (15-30 minutes):
Workplace Idioms (Worksheets Tab). Do parts 1-4.
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Week 9 Consumer Economics
Students will discuss ways to save money, different places to shop (in person and online),
budgeting, and more. Extension activities include review of basic grammar functions and
dialogue practice.

Lesson 33
Objectives
Students will:
• Discuss different places to shop and how/when to return things
• Listen to conversations and answer questions about them
Materials:
• Textbook, Pg. 96-101.
• Transcript (see Worksheets Tab)
• Telephone Practice (see Worksheets Tab)
Calendar Question: (15 minutes)





Activities:
(30 min) Brainstorm best and worst places in the city or online to buy groceries,
clothing, etc.. Explore possibilities with students of buying in bulk, at thrift stores,
and online (Amazon.com). Have students express opinions using “I disagree, I think
that…” or “I agree, I think that….”. Have students explain why they think what they
think about the different places to shop in the city. Are certain items more expensive
at one place over another? Share your own experiences as well. Teach relevant
vocabulary as necessary during the discussion.
o Pg. 96-97. Do parts 1-4. Shaded and emboldened words in the text should be
pre-taught and discussed.
(30 min) Pg.98-99. Tag Questions. Write “That’s really expensive, isn’t it?” on the
board. See if students already know the answer: Should you say yes or no? (tag
questions generally expect agreement).
(30 min) Pg. 100-101. Listening Test Practice: Parts 1-2. Read the transcript (see
Worksheets Tab) and let students choose correct answer and write sentences.
o For Part 3, tell students vocabulary words are in the Learning Log at the
bottom of the page. Have them work in partners to complete. Go around and
check students’ work.

More Activity Ideas or Homework (15-30 minutes):
Telephone Practice review. See Worksheets Tab for “Can You Call Back a Little Later?”
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Lesson 34
Objectives
Students will:
• Think about and read about ways to save money when purchasing items
• Look at a sample budget and think about what they would change if it were their
budget
• Read about different types of bank accounts and savings plans and identify what
they use now and what they might like to use in the future
Materials:
• Textbook, Pg. 102-108.
• Dialogue Practice (see Worksheets Tab).
Calendar Question: (15 minutes)








Activities:
(30 min) Pg. 102-105. How to Save Money. Before reading the article, ask
students what they think about saving money. Ask questions to get discussions
going: in what situations is it good to spend money or to save money?
o Reading Jigsaw: Pair up students and give each pair one or two sections
(more advanced students can have two sections). They should read the
section and provide a summary of 2-3 points they want to remember. Then
have students converse with other students to give their summaries to each
other. Everyone should write down 2-3 points for each section. Review as a
class.
(30 min) Pg. 106. Look at the sample budget and tips for saving money. Have
students think about how their budget is similar and different. Have students think
of one thing they would like to spend less money on, and if they would like to, they
can share with the class.
o Calculating Percentages: What percentage do they suggest rent and groceries
be of a monthly income? (see if students can access a calculator on their
phone).
 600/2000 = .3 = 30%
 300/2000 = .15 = 30%
(30 min) Pg. 107-108. Bank Accounts. Brainstorm together ways that students
store money. (Note: accruing interest is not acceptable in some Muslim traditions –
ask students what options would work best in that case).
o Reading Jigsaw: Pair up students and give each pair a section. They should
read the section and provide a summary of 2-3 points they want to
remember. Then have students converse with other students to give their
summaries to each other. Everyone should write down 2-3 points for each
section. Review as a class.
The different types of accounts in the article are:
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o
o
o
o

Basic checking account
Money Market Savings account
Regular savings account
Certificate of deposit (CD)

More Activity Ideas or Homework (15-30 minutes):
Present Perfect Review Dialogues –“Since I was a Little Girl” (2 pages) – See Worksheets
Tab.
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Lesson 35
Objectives
Students will:
• Discuss credit card fraud
• Practice critical thinking skills when discussing ways to safeguard against identify
theft
• Listen for specific information during a listening activity
Materials:
• Textbook, Pg. 109-114.
• Transcript (see Worksheets Tab)
Calendar Question: (15 minutes)






Activities:
(30 min) Pg. 109-110. Credit Card Fraud.
o Part 1 Open discussion by defining “fraud” and creating chart from textbook
on the board and listing ideas from students.
o Part 2 Have students skim highlighted words from article and discuss
definitions. Then have students complete activity for Part 2.
o Part 3 Discuss scenarios. Write “He should have” or “He shouldn’t have” on
the board as a prompt.
(30 min) Pg. 111. Reading Practice. Time students: give them ten minutes to read
and answer questions. Discuss answers as a group.
(30 min) Pg. 112-113. Paycheck Deductions. Follow instructions for Parts 1-3.
o Pg. 114 Listening Test: Use transcript from Worksheets Tab to complete
this activity with students.
More Activity Ideas or Homework (15-30 minutes):
Work on “Window on Math” with students on the bottom of Pg. 113.
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Week 10 Health
This unit will cover a variety of health topics, including stress and its effect on health,
alternative medicine and managing illness.

Lesson 37

Objectives
Students will:
• Think about and read about stress and what to do about it
• Read an article on stress and discuss it
• Identify causes of stress in their life and ways to manage it
Materials:
• Textbook, Pg. 115-117.
• Warm-Up Questions about Stress (make several copies and cut in half) (see
Worksheets Tab)
• Highlighters – find in Teacher Room
• Answers to Exercises (see Worksheets Tab)
• For Additional Activities, “My Favorite Way to Relax” (see Worksheets Tab)
Calendar Question: (15 minutes)




Activities:
(30 min) Warm-Up. Pass out sets of questions to pairs of students (copy from
original in Worksheets Tab). Then have students ask each other the questions.
Have students present two or three of the answers given by their partner (if it’s
okay with the partner) to the class.
o After the questions, as a class, brainstorm 3-5 activities that can help
decrease stress. Have students copy ideas down into their notebooks.
(60 min) Pg. 115-117. Can Stress be Good Sometimes?
o Do Parts 1 & 2. Pre-teach Vocabulary and have students do the matching
exercise. Teach students how to pronounce the words. Have students
practice saying the words and reading their definitions out loud to a partner.
o Do Part 3 as a class and then read the article out loud to the students straight
through first. Then have students take turns reading and discuss passage as
you read with students (check for comprehension at the end of each section
by asking students questions).
o Part 4: Assign one question to each student. (Students who have the same
question can check with each other after they work to find the answer.)
Students should look for the answer in the text and use highlighter to
highlight the sentence where they found their answer.
 Students can share answers and show the class where they found
their answer. They should read the sentence they highlighted out
loud.
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o Part 5: Go over each phrase and indicate where to look in the text. Have
students work in pairs or small groups of three to complete the exercise.
(P=Part or section).
o Part 6: Have students also write complete sentences using the new words
and phrases after matching words and expressions.
o Skip Part 7.
More Activity Ideas or Homework (15-30 minutes):
See Worksheets Tab for dialogue practice, “My Favorite Way to Relax.”
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Lesson 38
Objectives
Students will:
• Identify ways to manage stress
• Read about the food pyramid
• Write a health plan for themselves
Materials:
• Textbook, Pg. 118-121.
• Food Pyramid (see Worksheets Tab)
• For Additional Activities, Reading on public health information (see Worksheets
Tab)
Calendar Question: (15 minutes)






Activities:
(30 min) Managing Stress Questionnaire. Pg. 118. Have students read each
statement and answer “yes” or “no”. Then have them find their score. Do they agree
with their score? Why or why not?
o Pg. 118-120. Stress Journal: Have students think about a stressful situation.
How did they act afterward? Did they try to relax? Teach the words “react”
and “cope” in the context of stress.
o Look at the sample stress journal and ask students if they can relate. Answer
discussion questions about the sample journal.
 Let students know there is a blank journal if they feel like trying it out
(But they don’t have to by any means).
(30 min) Pg. 121. Read about a Healthy diet and show a larger picture of the Food
Pyramid to the class (Worksheets Tab). Have students work on writing out answers
for the comprehension questions, and then discuss as a group.
(30 min) Students, after reading about a healthy diet and managing stress, should
try writing a health plan for themselves. They should have ideas for each of the
following categories:
 Nutrition: What sort of eating plan would be helpful for you?
 Exercise & Movement: what goals do you have for incorporating
movement into your life?
 Stress-Management: What are three things you can do on a daily basis
to manage stress?
o Have students share with the class their health plans, if they would like to.
More Activity Ideas or Homework (15-30 minutes):
See Worksheets Tab for “Life Skills Reading: Public Health Information”.
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Lesson 39
Objectives
Students will:
• Think about and read about conventional versus alternative medicines
• Listen to a conversation between a doctor and a patient
• Learn communication strategies to use while in the doctor’s office
Materials:
• Textbook, Pg. 122-127.
• Pictures of Alternative Medicine (see Worksheets Tab)
• Conversation Transcript (see Worksheets Tab)
• Agreeing/Disagreeing Phrases (see Worksheets Tab)
Calendar Question: (15 minutes)





Activities:
(45 min) Pg.122-123. Pre-teach chiropractic care, acupuncture, meditation, yoga,
Chinese herbal medicine. Use pictures from the Worksheets Tab. Read the
definitions for alternative medicine and conventional and discuss students’
experience with both. Have students think about the discussion questions on
Pg.153.
o Pg. 124-126. Reading: Before reading the passage, pre-teach emboldened
terms: diagnosed, oncologist, chemotherapy, and nausea. Then have students
read passage silently or in pairs. Have them discuss questions in pairs. Do the
same for the HealthWatch reading.
(15 min) Pg. 127. Listening. (Transcript is in Worksheets Tab.) Read the
transcript twice. First time students just listen, the second time, they should be
looking for answers to the discussion questions.
(30 min) Disagreeing/Agreeing in English. Start by brainstorming the ways we
agree in English. Say something like, “I love summer” and then ask students to state
their agreement (even if they don’t). Write their ideas on the board. Do the same for
disagreement, saying something like “I love winter”. Then read through suggestions
for expressing agreement and disagreement. Have students choose one for each that
they will practice using in the future. Refer to Worksheets Tab for more phrases on
agreeing/disagreeing.
o Write a statement on the board, and then have students go around in circle
and state whether they agree or disagree, using the expressions they have
chosen from the list. Example statements pertaining to the lesson:
 Western doctors don’t care about patients. All they care about is
money!
 Alternative medicine is a waste of time. Anyone who believes in that
stuff is crazy.
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Big drug companies are really bad for society. They push their
products on doctors and patients. Patients have no choice but to take
lots of drugs.

More Activity Ideas or Homework (15-30 minutes):
Write another prompt on the board and have students go around in a circle to state
whether they disagree or agree.
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Week 11 Health

Lesson 41
Objectives
Students will:
• understand and talk about symptoms of diabetes
• understand and talk about risk factors for Type 2 diabetes
• discuss ways to manage diabetes
Materials:
• Textbook, Pg. 128-141.
• Listening Activity Transcript (see Worksheets Tab)
Calendar Question: (15 minutes)







Activities:
(30 min) Pg. 128-133. Write “Diabetes” and ask students if they are familiar with
this disease. Discuss warm-up questions about diabetes and do reading 1 together.
o Read HealthWatch together and discuss the symptoms of diabetes.
o Students can take the diabetes quiz if they would like. (Skip#1 since there is
no body weight chart).
o Have students do Reading 2 individually and compare their answers when
finished.
(15 min)Pg. 134-136. Listening. (Transcript is in Worksheets Tab.)
o Do Pre-Listening activity first.
o Read the transcript twice. First time students just listen, the second time,
they should be looking for answers to the discussion questions on Pg. 166.
(15 min) Pg. 137-138. Read tips on what to do when you are diagnosed with
diabetes. Have students close their books and quiz them on what they remember.
(30 min) Pg. 139-141. Writing Advice. Review ways to give advice. Assign one
story to pairs of students (half of them can do the first story, the other half the other
story). Have them brainstorm ways to give advice to the person in the story. Have
students share their ideas with the class.

More Activity Ideas or Homework (15-30 minutes):
Have students work in pairs to create dialogues from the stories and the advice they wrote
for the people in the stories.
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Lesson 42
Objectives
Students will:
• understand and talk about symptoms of high blood pressure
• understand and talk about risk factors for high blood pressure
• discuss ways to manage high blood pressure
Materials:
• Textbook, Pg. 142-151 .
• Listening Activity Transcript (see Worksheets Tab)
Calendar Question: (15 minutes)






Activities:
(45 min) Pg. 142. Discuss warm-up questions about high blood pressure and have
students read alone or in pairs and answer comprehension questions. Discuss
answers as a group.
o Pg. 143. Timed Reading: Give students 5 minutes to read and answer
questions. Then discuss answers as a group.
o Pg. 144-146: Do your best reading through this section with students.
Explain that when they go in to the doctor next, they should try to remember
the number and compare it to the numbers at the bottom of Pg. 144. There’s
a higher number (Systolic) and a lower number (Diastolic). Discuss risks
together as a class.
o Pg. 147. Timed Reading: Give students 5 minutes to read and answer
questions. Then discuss answers as a group.
(15 min) Listening. Read the transcript (see Worksheets Tab) twice. First time
students should listen; the second time, they should be looking for answers to the
discussion questions on Pg. 148.
(30 min) Pg. 149-151. Have students read and discuss in partners, and answer
comprehension questions.

More Activity Ideas or Homework (15-30 minutes):
Review with students: what are the symptoms of diabetes? High blood pressure? How
should each be treated? Have them write their answers down and then share with a
partner. Review key vocabulary necessary in describing each of the conditions, especially
symptoms.
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Lesson 43
Objectives
Students will:
• understand and talk about symptoms of stroke and heart attacks and what to do in
the event of a stroke or heart attack
• discuss high cholesterol and how to lower it
Materials:
• Textbook, Pg. 152-163.
Calendar Question: (15 minutes)






Activities:
(30 min) Pg. 152-156.
o Pg. 152-153: Discuss warm-up questions. Have students pair up, read “Elder
Experiences Heart Attack,” and answer the questions in pairs.
o Pg. 154: Discuss symptoms of heart attacks. After discussing, have students
shut their books and try to come up with 2-3 symptoms of heart attacks.
o Pg. 155-156: Pre-teach “risk factor” to students before reading and discuss
risk factors.
o Pg. 156-158: Read as a class.
(30 min) Pg. 158-159:
o Paired Reading Activity. Have students pair up. One student will read the
story and the other student will listen for answers to the three questions.
They can discuss answers when the reader is finished reading or during the
reading. The listener should cover the text and only be listening and
discussing the questions with his/her partner.
(30 min) Pg. 160-161.
o Read as a class and then have students close their books and try to remember
1-2 tips. They can write them down and then share with the class.

More Activity Ideas or Homework (15-30 minutes):
Have students work on Pg. 162-163 if there’s extra time or as homework.
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Week 12 Journeys Writing Unit
In this unit, students will work on preparing a piece of writing to submit to Journeys, a book of
stories published through the Minnesota Literacy Council, or to The Alley, a neighborhood
newspaper, depending on the time of year. Journeys submissions are accepted in NovemberJanuary.

Lesson 45

Objectives: (Ask your Volunteer Coordinator for details regarding this unit).
Students will:
• Discuss the book Journeys OR The Alley (depending on the time of year, teachers may
submit writing to one or the other.
• Discuss different genres of writing
• Read entries from Journeys and discuss what sort of genre they are
• Decide on a genre to write in and fill in a mind map of ideas for a story
Materials:
• See Journeys/Alley Worksheets Tab for lesson materials: Handouts #1-3. For teacher
only: #4.
• *If writing for The Alley, several copies of The Alley (see Volunteer Coordinator)
• Stories (3-5) from Journeys publications. See Volunteer Coordinator for a copy (there are
several in the ELC office). Choose 3-5 stories and make copies for class.
•
Calendar Question (15 min)
Activities:
 (30 min) Pair up learners and distribute the handout #1, “Dear Readers…” (see
Worksheets Tab) Have students read the letter in order to find out the purpose and history
of Journeys. Put the following questions on the board while learners are reading:
o Who writes Journeys and what kind of material does it contain?
o Considering this letter was written in 2011, for how many years has Journeys been
published to date?
o In paragraph three, the Executive Director gives three reasons for asking adult
learners to submit writing and art. What are the three reasons?
 **If writing for the Alley, pass out examples of the paper. Ask students why it might be
important for them to write for this local newspaper.**
 (45 min) Genres. Pass out handout #2-3. Define “genre” for learners as “a category
characterized by similarity in form, style, or subject matter.” Movies, music, literature, and
more have genres. Ask students what kind of movies they like. Crime? Romance? Etc..?
Have them choose a genre for each story and then discuss answers as a group.
 (15 min) Have students think about what type of genre they would like to write in. Then
have students each explain what genre appeals to them and why.
More Activity Ideas or Homework (15-30 minutes):
Have students read 2-3 more stories from Journeys (copy ahead of time) and discuss the genre
either in pairs or as a class.
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Lesson 46
Objectives: (Ask your Volunteer Coordinator for details regarding this unit).
Students will:
• Discuss submission eligibility for either Journeys or The Alley.
• Read entries from Journeys and discuss genres (review from Lesson 45)
• Practice brainstorming using a Mind Map
Materials:
• See Journeys/Alley Worksheets Tab for lesson materials: Hand out #5. Review handouts:
2-3 (#4 is for teachers only). #14-15 for brainstorming practice.
• Copy of 1 story to read aloud to students, and create 1-3 comprehension questions to write
for discussion on the board after the reading.
• Stories (3) from Journeys. See Volunteer Coordinator for a copy (there are several in the
ELC office). Choose 3 stories and make copies for class.
Calendar Question (15 min)
Activities:
 (15 min) Read Handout #6, “Instructions for Journeys Submissions.” *If class is submitting
to The Alley, discuss “Instructions for Journeys Submission,” handout #5.
 (30 min). Listening Activity. Read a Journeys story that only you have the copy of. Ask
students 2-3 comprehension questions (you decide on the questions based on the stories
that you copy) and discuss as a group. Re-read story as needed for students to answer
comprehension questions.
 (45 min) Brainstorming with a Mind Map. Genres. Review from previous lesson “genre”:
It is “a category characterized by similarity in form, style, or subject matter.” Movies, music,
literature, and more have genres. Have students read 1-3 Journeys stories in pairs and
determine their genre. Then have them pick a genre for themselves and begin to brainstorm
ideas for writing. Use handouts #2 for review.
Mind Map: They can then start using a mind map to brainstorm ideas for their own
piece. Draw a simple Mind Map (as shown) on the board and have them copy it into
their notebooks. Have them try filling it out with themes such as “home” or “my
friend”. Pass out examples, blank and filled out (Worksheet
#14-15).

More Activity Ideas or Homework (15-30 minutes):
Have students brainstorm by freewriting about one of the ideas on their Mind Map. Freewriting:
Give them 5-10 minutes to write without correcting grammar or anything else.
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Lesson 47
Objectives: (Ask your Volunteer Coordinator for details regarding this unit).
Students will:
• Practice brainstorming using a Mind Map
• Study adjectives and adverbs
Materials:
• See Journeys/Alley Worksheets Tab for lesson materials: Handouts #6-8.
• Stories (2-3) from Journeys. See Volunteer Coordinator for a copy (there are several in the
ELC office). Create 1-3 comprehension questions to write for discussion on the board after
the readings.
• Worksheets 14-15 for brainstorm review/practice.
Calendar Question (15 min)
Activities:
 (30 min) Reading. Pass out two or three stories and have students read it. Ask students
comprehension questions for the stories. If there’s time, discuss with students how the
stories compare and contrast with their own life stories (and your own).
 (30 min) Brainstorming with a Mind Map (Review from Lesson 46). Encourage
students to start brainstorming their writing by using a Mind Map. Students did this in the
previous lesson, so it should be a review. Encourage students who have finished the mind
map exercise to brainstorm another topic. Mind Map: They can then start using a mind
map to brainstorm ideas for their own piece. Draw a simple Mind Map (as shown) on the
board and have them copy it into their notebooks. Have them try filling it out with themes
such as “home” or “my friend”.
 (30 min). Adjectives Worksheets, # 6-7 Explain to
students that they will learn how to arrange adjectives in the
correct order. On the board, write:
a beautiful, young child
o Explain that with adjectives, opinion
(beautiful) comes before fact (young).
o Read through chart together and then do exercises. With the exercises, do the first
few together as a group, and then have students work alone or in pairs to finish.
Check answers as a group.
o Finish by reviewing order of adjectives using #8. Try quizzing students to see what
they remember.
More Activity Ideas or Homework (15-30 minutes):
Have students brainstorm by freewriting. Encourage them to use adjectives as much as they can. Or
they can read through more Journeys stories for ideas (especially if they are new to class or to the
unit).
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Week 13 Journeys Writing Unit
Students will continue to work on preparing a piece of writing to submit to Journeys, a book of
stories published through the Minnesota Literacy Council, or to The Alley, a neighborhood
newspaper.

Lesson 49

Objectives: (Ask your Volunteer Coordinator for details regarding this unit).
Students will:
• Read Journeys entries
• Practice arranging adjectives
• Write their piece
Materials:
• See Journeys/Alley Worksheets Tab for lesson materials. (Pay special attention to
Adjectives Activity: Word Order of Adjectives). Handouts #8-11.
• Stories (1-2) from a Journeys publications. See Volunteer Coordinator for a copy (there are
several in the ELC office). Make one copy and white-out 5-10 adjectives. Make copies for
class.
• List of names of students who have met one-on-one with teacher already (write down who
you meet with on this list) – see Worksheets Tab. Handout #13.
• Picture Dictionaries (ask ELC staff)
Calendar Question (15 min)
.
Activities:
 (15 min) Warm-Up Cloze Activity: Pass out one Journeys story with blanks. Have students
work in pairs to come up with adjectives for the story.
o Discuss ideas as a group.
 (45 min) Adjectives Activity: Word Order of Adjectives. Handouts #8-11.
o Read through Chart on Adjective Word Order #8 (you can also review Grammar
Worksheets from Lesson 47).
o Adjective Order Sentence Maker Activity #9-11: Copy and cut up sentences and pass
out words or phrases to students (Directions also on top of page). Students will
work together to arrange the sentence according to rules in chart above.
 (30 min) Writing. Have student begin to write using the mind maps they worked with the
previous week (see Lesson 46 for details) if they haven’t begun already. Encourage students
to use adjectives. Pass out picture dictionaries if students would like to use them. With
students who may be finished already, meet with them one-on-one. Write down the
students who you meet one-on-one with, so that other teachers know who has had a
meeting.
More Activity Ideas or Homework (15-30 minutes):
Have students exchange stories with each other and give each other feedback. Feedback includes
answering these two questions: What did the writer do well? What is confusing?
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Lesson 50
Objectives: (Ask your Volunteer Coordinator for details regarding this unit).
Students will:
• Read Journeys entries
• Peer Edit each other’s writing
• Continue writing and edit their own writing
Materials:
• See Journeys/Alley Worksheets Tab for lesson materials. Handouts #12 and #2 (review
only).
• Stories (3-5) from Journeys publications. See Volunteer Coordinator for a copy (there are
several in the ELC office). Choose 3-5 stories and make copies for class.
• List of names of students who have met one-on-one with teacher already (write down who
you meet with on this list) – #13 – in Journeys/Alley Worksheets Tab
• Picture Dictionaries (ask ELC staff)
Calendar Question (15 min)
Activities:
 (15 min) Warm-Up. Pass out 1-2 Journeys stories. Have students read at their own pace. If
they want to, they should try to identify the genre of the piece they are reading. (See
Worksheets Tab for list of Genres-Handout #2). Students should take their Journeys drafts
out and show them to the teacher.
 (45 min) Writing. Have student start writing their piece if they haven’t begun already.
Work on meeting one-on-one with each student to answer questions about their draft and
read through it with them. Write down the students who you meet one-on-one with, so that
other teachers know who has had a meeting.
o Encourage students to use adjectives. Pass out picture dictionaries if students
would like to use them.
o Students who are done should exchange drafts with each other and peer edit each
other’s pieces. When peer editing, students should answer the following questions:
 What is the story about?
 What does the author do well?
 What is confusing in the story?
 (30 min) Editing. As a class, go through handout #12, Edit Checklist. Make sure everyone
understands the worksheet and then have them go through the check list with their own
writing.
More Activity Ideas or Homework (15-30 minutes):
Students who are finishing early can read through more Journeys stories and identify their
genre. Or, if they choose, they can try to write a new piece of writing in a new genre.
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Lesson 51
Objectives: (Ask your Volunteer Coordinator for details regarding this unit).
Students will:
• Work to finish their drafts and meet with the teacher
• Type drafts in the computer lab
• Turn in drafts for submission to the teacher
Materials:
• See Journeys/Alley Worksheets Tab for lesson materials. Handout #12.
• Stories (3-5) from Journeys publications. See Volunteer Coordinator for a copy (there are
several in the ELC office). Choose 3-5 stories and make copies for class.
• List of names of students who have met one-on-one with teacher already (write down who
you meet with on this list) – see Worksheets Tab
• List of names of students who have met one-on-one with teacher already (write down who
you meet with on this list) – #13 – in Journeys/Alley Worksheets Tab
• Picture Dictionaries (ask ELC staff)
Calendar Question (15 min)
Activities:
 (45 min) Writing. Have students continue to work on their writing (see previous lessons).
Those who have a completed draft can meet with you one-on-one. Encourage students to
use adjectives. Pass out picture dictionaries if students would like to use them. Encourage
them to complete their Edit Checklist for their piece (handout #12).
o Students who are done should exchange drafts with each other and peer edit each
other’s pieces. When peer editing, students should answer the following questions:
 What is the story about?
 What does the author do well?
 What is confusing in the story?
o Students are also encouraged to edit their own writing using the Edit Checklist from
previous lesson.
o You should continue to meet one-on-one with students as possible, and write down
who you met with.
 (45 min) Computer Lab. Students should go to the Computer Lab and type up their drafts.
When they are finished, they can give the printed version to you, which you can hand in to
your Volunteer Coordinator.
More Activity Ideas or Homework (15-30 minutes):
Encourage students to read more Journeys stories or help peer edit other students’ writing. Or,
if they choose, they can try to write a new piece of writing in a new genre. They can always
work on a new piece of writing at home and give it to you at a later date to submit to Journeys
or The Alley.
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Week 14 U.S. Rights, Responsibilities & Law
In this unit, students will learn to identify legal rights and responsibilities. They will read
and discuss the rights of accused people, voting, types of crimes, government agencies, and
more. Review different ways to express opinions politely in English during this unit and
give opportunity for discussions.

Lesson 53
Objectives
Students will:
• Discuss rights of accused persons – Miranda Warning
• Practice listening for information
• Practice Future Real Conditional
Materials:
• Textbook, Pg. 164-138.
• Listening Activity Transcript (see Worksheets Tab)
• Clarifying Questions – Pg. 8.
• Information for Teachers on Miranda Warning (see Worksheets Tab)
• Dictionaries
Calendar Question: (15 minutes)





Activities:
(45 min) Pg. 164-165. Pre-teach words: Rights, Constitution, and Supreme Court.
o Part 1: Pair up students and do part 1. Pass out dictionaries so they can look
up the words. Discuss “Miranda Warning”. The listening activity is about this
warning. (For teacher only, see Information for Teachers on Miranda
Warning).
o Part 2: Have students read through questions. Assign one or two questions to
each student, and have them listen for the answer. Assign a few more
questions to students and read again, until they have listened and answered
all the questions. Discuss the answers. See Worksheets Tab for Transcript.
o Part 3: Have students pair up and answer the questions. Pass out Clarifying
Questions handout and encourage them to use them when they ask you for
information regarding the transcript.
o Part 4: Students can work in pairs for Part A. Discuss as a class Parts B, C.
(45 min) Pg. 166-167. Future Real Conditional.
o Read through Grammar Chart and Grammar Watch.
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o Part 1, A, B: Read excerpt out loud and slowly and let students find the ifclause sentences. Have students work in pairs to complete B.
o Part 2, A, B – have students work in pairs to complete. Go over answers as a
class.
o Pg. 168. Extra if-clause practice for homework or in class work.



More Activity Ideas or Homework (15-30 minutes):
Quiz students on the Miranda Warning. Give them a minute to write one thing
down they remember about it. Then go around the room and write up on the
board what everyone remembers.
Do “Show What You Know” on bottom of Pg. 167.
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Lesson 54
Objectives
Students will:
• Research and report on what to do if stopped by police.
Materials:
• Computers
• One copy of sentences to be used for walking dictation, cut apart
• For teacher reference: Volunteer Tutor Manual, page 59
Calendar Question: (15 minutes)


Activities:
(55 mins) Research what to do if stopped by police.
o Part 1: (30 mins) Computer lab. Have students search for “aclu know your
rights.” It should be the first or second result; make sure they click on the
correct option. (https://www.aclu.org/know-your-rights) (The teacher can
do this for students if it’s easier, but it might be good practice.)
Everybody should click on “Stopped By Police” (https://www.aclu.org/knowyour-rights/stopped-by-police).
Half the class should read “I’ve been stopped by the police in public” and the
other half should read “I’ve been pulled over by the police.” Instruct students
to take notes on what they learn. They are going to discuss in groups and
report to the class what they learn. If anyone finishes their reading and notes
early, they are welcome to look at other sections.
o Part 2: (15 mins) Back in class, have the students sit with their groups
(whoever read the same section). They should discuss the information, and
create a short presentation about what they thought were the most
important things to know.
o Part 3: (10 mins) Each group presents to the class. Discuss why it’s important
to know this information.



(15 mins) Role play.
o Have the students role play being stopped by police and asserting the rights
they learned about above. Student A is a police officer, Student B is stopped.
The rest of the class can help with creating appropriate responses to the
officer. Example scenarios: the police stop someone on the street without a
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reason, the police stop someone in their car without a reason, the police stop
someone in their car for speeding.


(20 mins) Walking dictation. See Volunteer Tutor Manual, page 59. Before starting
the activity, the teacher can read each sentence and briefly discuss what it means
with students.
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Lesson 55
Objectives
Students will:
• Read and discuss traffic infractions and misdemeanors
• Study adjective clauses
Materials:
• Textbook, Pg. 173-178.
Calendar Question: (15 minutes)






Activities:
(30 min) Pg. 173-174. Review with the class the categories of crimes: felony,
infraction, and misdemeanors (see lesson 50).
o Part 1: Have students work in pairs on the questions. Discuss answers as a
class.
o Part 2: Students should read silently, underlining words they don’t know and
asking you for help.
 Pass out blank paper and have students create a chart like that in the
textbook. Start the chart on the board and do the first two (parking
tickets and infractions) as a class. Have them finish the third
(misdemeanor traffic tickets) and have them share their answers.
o Part 3: Have students write a summary of what they read in the text. The
summary should use the details they noted in their chart.
o Ask students if they learned anything new about traffic infractions and
misdemeanors.
(30 min) Pg. 175-176.
o Part 1 – have students discuss and share answers as a class.
o Part 2 – read aloud to the class and have students follow along.
o Part 3 – assign a number to the students and have them listen for the answer
as you read the passage again. Students should locate in the text where they
found their answer.
o Part 4 – do as instructed. Words can be written on the board for all students
to see.
o Part 5 – assign questions to each student and give them a few minutes to
think about an answer. Then go around the room and have each student give
their answer – if they have the same question as someone else, they should
use expressions like (I agree with… or I disagree with…I think that…). You
can write those phrase on the board to help them remember.
(30 min) Pg. 177 (skip 178 for now). Adjective Clauses – Review “clause” with
students (Clause = part of a sentence with Subject + Verb). Write this sentence on
the board:
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o “It shows the amount that you must pay” = the italicized is the adjective
clause.
o Read through chart on top of Pg. 207and identify all words used in adjective
clauses – write on the board:
 Who = people (ask for examples, “she”, “he”, “they”)
 Which = things
 That = people and things
o Listening Activity: Have students listen and write down whether the clause
should start with who, which, or that (see below):
 She was on the boat ____ crashed and sunk.
 The dog ate the meat _____ had been sitting on the ground for days.
 The two boys played with the ball _____ their father had given them.
 She said hello to the woman _______ worked at the coffee shop.
o Finish Parts 1 and 2.
More Activity Ideas or Homework (15-30 minutes):
If there’s time, introduce the chart on Pg. 178 and have students work on the questions.
This is more challenging, so have them try just Part 3 as homework.
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